
Abstract

Smart beta products using common factors like value, low volatility, 
quality, and small cap experienced an underwhelming performance 
from 2005–2022. On average, long-only factor portfolios built 
from a wider set of global factors identified in the finance literature 
generated significantly positive excess returns across countries, 
suggesting diversifying across many factors is more prudent than 
selecting a handful that have performed the best. Moreover, long-
only portfolios built from expected returns fit to these 87 factors 
using linear ridge and nonlinear machine learning models like 
gradient boosting generated larger and more statistically significant 
excess returns in nearly all countries. A long-only portfolio optimized 
to maximize return given an aversion to tracking error delivered 
yet higher excess returns and information ratios across countries. 
Taken together, these results provide strong evidence against the 
claim that most of the documented factors are datamined and 
without investment merit.
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INTRODUCTION

Smart beta products using common factors (value, low vol, quality and small cap) show underwhelming 
performance from 2005 to 2021. However, portfolios built from a wider set of fundamental characteristics  
identified in the investment factor literature generate significantly positive excess returns. The outperformance 
of broadly diversified factor portfolios over more concentrated factor portfolios is robust across countries and 
over multiple time horizons. 

In this research extract, we do not address the source of the abovementioned underperformance for the popular 
factors like value and low vol. Instead, we focus on the merit of broad diversification in factor allocation—embracing 
80+ factor characteristics instead of concentrating into four. To be sure, investors will regret allocating to many 
of the 80+ factors instead of betting on one or two best performing ones. However, the inability to predict the 
“best” factor is precisely why diversification is a better idea. We demonstrate that using a diversified pool of 
fundamental characteristics leads to a better portfolio outcome than concentrating into traditional MBA textbook 
factors. As it turns out, diversification isn’t only a good idea for stocks; it is also a good idea for factors.

THE FLAWS OF FIRST GENERATION SMART BETA

When it comes to smart beta investing, the industry’s practice mirrors concentrated stock picking rather than 
sensible diversification. As with any concentrated portfolio, bad luck can lead to significant and extended 
underperformance. 

Modern portfolio theory doesn’t just naively advocate 1/N diversification; not all stocks are equally attractive; 
certainly, that’s true as well for factors. Instead, modern portfolio theory advocates estimating expected returns 
and covariances to build optimally diversified portfolios. This argues for a different portfolio construction approach 
from gen 1 Smart Beta portfolios. The view implicit in traditional factor investing is that “simple tilting of the 
cap-weighted benchmark” toward “a handful of firm characteristics like B/P and small capitalization” are more 
than adequate for harvesting factor premium. This preference for a few curated factors and a simple portfolio 
construction heuristic is driven hugely by the experience that complex risk-return models involving many factors 
and optimization have generally produced poor portfolio outcomes. The datamining problem from using complex 
models involving many factors far outweigh the information gain from these models. This latter point is no longer 
a valid concern, today, given the advance in statistical approaches and computational power. These advances 
allow researchers to “anti-datamine” when handling complex factor interactions for a large universe of factors.

USING MACHINE LEARNING AS A KEY TO UNLOCK THE NEXT GENERATION OF SMART BETA

There are 80+ documented factors in the academic literature. The investment industry has popularized four thus 
far in its Smart Beta push; much more work needs to be done. Which factors matters for long-term stock returns 
and short-term stock return? Which ones should you gain exposure to? How should you weigh them as you build 
portfolios? 

To answer these questions, we build simple factor premium-tilted portfolios. In Smart Beta construction, stocks 
are included into a portfolio based on their exposure to factors. The better you can estimate the factor premiums, 
the more reliable will be the outperformance of the resulting portfolio. We contrast a variety of factor premium 
models. Linear ridge, a standard linear ML model for estimating returns from factor exposures, produces a 
portfolio excess return of 1.77% per annum and an alpha (against a 6-factor model) of 2.30% from 2005 to 2022 
in the U.S. Gradient boosting, a non-linear ML model, generates portfolio excess return of 2.11% and an alpha 
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of 2.55% over the same period. Both ML models outperform the traditional regression approach. The simplistic 
equally weighted approach, which ignores return information completely, has the worst performance on average. 
The ML approach is simply the state-of-art in extracting useful information on stock returns for factor portfolio 
construction while ameliorating datamining risk. This advantage is particularly large when returns are driven by 
on a large multitude of factors.

The key advantage of advanced ML models, linear or non-linear, in estimating returns is in its regularization 
procedure, or coefficient shrinkage. This procedure significantly reduces model over-fitting and thus reduces 
ill-behaved out-of-sample performance. Using non-linear ML further captures non-linear relationships amongst 
the factor characteristics in estimating future returns. One should not be surprised by the added benefit from 
modeling non-linearity. Many of the documented factor characteristics capture subtle fundamental information 
about companies. It would be more surprising to find that these fundamental characteristics do not interact.

Multi (87)-Factor-Tilted (Long-only) Portfolio Outperformance Since 2005: 
EW vs. Linear Regression vs. ML linear vs. ML non-linear 

(Region Sorted by Market Capitalization)

Region EW Linear Regression ML Linear 
(Linear Ridge)

ML Non_linear 
(Gradient Boosting)

Panel A: Excess Returns

United States 1.83%* 1.56%** 1.77%** 2.11%***

China A 5.81%*** 6.22%*** 7.40%*** 7.25%***

Japan 1.71%** 2.09%*** 3.01%*** 3.64%***

Hong Kong 1.67% 2.63%*** 2.76%** 2.94%***

United Kingdom 2.36%** 3.23%*** 3.09%*** 2.70%***

Canada 2.24%* 2.71%*** 2.95%*** 4.15%***

Panel B: Alphas

United States 2.18%*** 2.18%*** 2.30%*** 2.55%***

China A 5.16%*** 5.16%*** 4.91%*** 4.16%***

Japan 2.55%*** 2.55%*** 3.29%*** 3.91%***

Hong Kong 0.84% 2.80%*** 3.41%*** 2.43%***

United Kingdom 1.57%** 3.17%*** 3.41%*** 3.17%***

Canada 2.80%*** 3.17%*** 3.41%*** 4.41%***

This table shows the annualized excess returns of overlaid long-only portfolios constructed in the largest 6 countries by float-adjusted market capitalization 
in the MSCI Developed and Emerging Market countries over their corresponding capitalization-weighted market portfolios, as well as alphas over a 
combination of factors from the Fama-French 5-factor model plus momentum, from Jan 2005 to May 2022. An overlaid portfolio is obtained by overlaying 
the weights of a long-short gradient factor portfolio on a capitalization-weighted region/industry portfolio. Negative weights are removed to ensure these 
portfolios are long-only. With 87 signals, we show 4 different ways to combine the signals. The EW method reflects an average score of these 87 signals. 
The linear regression, linear ridge and gradient boosting method predicts future expected alphas using the 87 signals using the corresponding model in a 
forward way. We then apply these signals to build long-short gradient portfolios that are used in the portfolio overlay. Single, double and triple * indicate 
significance at level 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 respectively.

Source: Rayliant Research, Worldscope and Datastream.
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CONCLUSION

The underperformance of popular factors such as value and low vol in the past 15 years raises questions 
on factor premium decay for the most crowded popular factors. Have these factors stopped working due to 
popularity or perhaps are factor excess returns simply highly volatile and prone to long periods (5 to even 10 
years) of underperformance? Given these concerns, concentration into a few widely adopted factors goes against 
investing best practice, which are diversification and avoidance of over-confidence.

With better computational power, advanced statistical methods can now unlock the full potential of Markowitz’s 
original insight re: optimal diversification—how do we use our knowledge on risk and return in a scientific way 
that optimally balances information while avoiding model overfitting and its resulting unwarranted concentration 
into factors and styles. Using non-linear ML, we can build expected return models using the full universe of well-
vetted academic factors and their complex interactions. Additionally, the regularization procedure in ML solves 
the over-fitting problem long suffered by traditional regression approaches, which leads to disappointing out-
of-sample results. The resulting portfolio is one which effectively access equity premiums from a much richer 
universe of equity factors leading to more stable systematic return harvesting.

To gain access to the full research paper, please visit https://jii.pm-research.com/content/early/2022/10/08/
jbis.2022.1.015 or scan the QR code provided below.
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It is a registered trading name of Henderson Rowe 
Limited, which is authorized and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority under Firm Reference 
Number 401809. It is a company registered in England 
and Wales under company number 04379340; (2) 
Rayliant Asset Management Limited. It is a private 
limited company in Hong Kong, which is regulated by 
the Securities and Futures Commission to conduct 
regulated activities (Advising on Securities and Asset 
Management) in relation to Professional Investors; 
and (3) Shanghai Kingstone Rayliant Investment 
Management Co., Ltd. (上海景淳锐联投资管理有限公
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authorized and regulated by the Asset Management 
Association of China to conduct private fund 
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Capital at Risk. Investment involves risk. The value of 
investments may fall, as well as rise, and you may not 
recover the original investment amount.

Accuracy of Information and Limitation of Liability. 
While reasonable care has been taken to ensure the 
accuracy of the information, Rayliant does not give 
any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, 
and expressly disclaims liability for any errors and 
omissions. Information may be subject to change 
without notice. Rayliant accepts no liability for any 
loss, indirect or consequential damages, arising from 
the use of or reliance on this material.

Information Purposes Only. This material is for 
information only and any securities mentioned herein 
are for illustration purposes only. It is not intended 
to be an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale 
of any security and should not be construed as an 
investment advice.

Intellectual Property. Unless stated otherwise, all 
names, trademarks and logos used in this material 
are the intellectual property of Rayliant.

Past Performance. Any past performance, prediction, 
projection or forecast is not a reliable indicator of 
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Simulated Performance. Simulated performance, 
including model, hypothetical and back-tested 
results, do not represent actual results and may 
differ significantly from the actual results. Simulated 
past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
performance. Simulated performance is prepared 
with the benefit of hindsight and has inherent 
limitations. As trades are simulated, it does not reflect 
the impact of material economic or market factors on 
the decision-making process and this may impact the 
results to be over or understated. Unless otherwise 
stated, it is presented on a gross-of-fees basis, without 
making allowance for trading costs, management fees 
or other costs associated with asset management.  
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